An Open Letter from Jewish Scholars to Governor Newsom About Ethnic Studies

September 21, 2023

Governor Gavin Newsom  
Office of the Governor  
1021 O Street, Suite 9000  
Sacramento, CA 95814

Dear Governor Newsom,

In September 2023 a group purporting to represent the Jewish academic world wrote a Letter, "Sign on: Jewish scholars & educators on ethnic studies," addressed to you. We, the undersigned, are writing a corrective to that inflammatory Letter, which inaccurately frames criticism of a discriminatory version of Ethnic Studies as an attempt to "derail the entire field of ethnic studies."

To be clear, we welcome curricula that allow the diverse student body to see themselves and classmates reflected in their education. That "Sign On" Letter, however, is dangerously misleading: A significant majority of American Jews support a Jewish state. As Jewish scholars ourselves, central to our ethno-religious identity is Zionism, the right to self-determination in our ancient, indigenous homeland. Language reveals history: Jews are from Judea. However, the Letter presents “Israeli colonialism” as a settled fact, thereby declaring that Jewish people colonized their own homeland. Erasing our indigeneity is anti-Zionism, a contemporary expression of the world’s oldest hatred.

Further, the Letter suggests that covering Jewish literature and state-mandated Holocaust education is sufficient, but including those topics does not ensure that the program abides by state requirements for Ethnic Studies. Brooks Allen, Executive Director, California Board of Education (August 23, 2023) reveals, “some vendors are offering materials that may not meet the requirements,” particularly the guardrail ensuring that curricula “not reflect or promote, directly or indirectly, any bias, bigotry, or discrimination against any person or group of persons on the basis of any category protected by Education Code Section 220.”

Finally, this Letter unsurprisingly exemplifies the bias and bigotry in the radicalized Ethnic Studies curriculum. For instance, the accusation that “groups such StandWithUs, Amcha Initiative, the Simon Wiesenthal Center, and the Anti-Defamation League have sought to derail the entire scholarly field of ethnic studies” upholds a false binary that one either supports the radical version of Ethnic Studies or opposes Ethnic Studies altogether. And the attempt to disparage unaligned viewpoints as “right-wing” (as the letter does on three occasions) does not reveal a good faith effort to include diverse perspectives. Those signatories of the “Sign On” Letter ironically do not seek, and are even antagonistic to, inclusion.

We believe that curricula should represent all communities in California’s wonderfully diverse student body, and we support a highly inclusive Ethnic Studies program that respects the humanity of every student.

(Affiliations for identification purposes only.)
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